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Young design consultant Reine lives in Rouen 
with Noé, the beloved 17 years old son born 
from a student fling whom she has raised 
on her own. With Noé about to fly the nest, 
Reine understands she needs to reconsider 
her life. 
The new clients signed by her agency seem 
a godsent. Set in Saint Malo, the city of sea 
merchants and buccaneers, they are a small 
up-and-coming company importing exotic spices. 
Reine travels to Brittany to meet Pacôme,  
all rugged good looks and the soul of a traveller, 
and a mysterious second partner who will 
eventually turn her life upside down. 

A big favourite amongst French best-selling 
authors, Agnès Martin-Lugand has written six 
novels and has been translated in 33 languages. 
Her sincerity, simplicity and a unique ability 
to provoke deep empathy from her readers 
have won her a cult following and a regular spot 
at the top of the best-sellers charts. She has sold 
2 million books in France alone. 

Agnès Martin-Lugand 

Une évidence 
The decision 

FEEL GOOD FICTION

March 2019 

360 pages

« Agnès Martin Lugand gives the feeling that happiness 
is possible. » 
Valérie TRIERWEILER, PARIS MATCH.
« Agnès Martin Lugand’s talent for endearing characters 
and stories that readers identify with. » 
LE FIGARO.

Best-selling

readers
Author
2 million
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Four 40-something couples, aiming for a children- 
free minibreak away from home, rent a dream 
villa together. 

The atmosphere however, far from being 
carefree and idyllic, soon becomes electric. 
Big tempers and small neuroses are revealed. 
Friends of old find out they now have diverging 
lifestyles. Couples realize family routine has 
taken its toll on the relationship. And when 
a pretty young thing turns up, the situation 
becomes truly explosive. 

Laure Manel is a teacher. Her début novel 
La délicatesse du homard, self-published online 
then published in print by Michel Lafon, was 
a major success with over 100.000 copies sold. 
L’ivresse des libellulles is her third novel. 

Laure Manel 

L’ivresse des libellulles
The euphoria of dragonflies

FEEL GOOD / ROMANCE

Avril 2019 

352 pages

A bittersweet romantic comedy with undertones of a deeper reflection 
on relationships. 

Best-selling

Author
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35-year-old mathematician with Asperger 
syndrome Angélique, recently widowed 
Jean-Marc and Japanese fabric designer Aiko 
have little in common save their interest in 
vintage roly poly toys. And a light clumsiness. 
All three find a mysterious note in a toy 
they have inadvertently broken: “The call 
of the lighthouse”, “Lovers are soulmates”, 
“Tomorrow I leave”. Are these messages 
in a bottle? Is there a link between them? 
The three eventually come together to solve 
the mystery. When they find out that the three 
toys were made in the same factory in the early 
1970es, they take to the road and embark on 
a joyful treasure hunt that will take them across 
France, will bring to light an ancient doomed 
love story, will reunite a father and daughter 
and seal their friendship against all odds.   

Anne Idoux-Thivet is a historian and specialist 
in medieval history. She dedicates her spare time 
to writing and collecting vintage children toys. 
Les oscillations du cœur is her second novel.

Anne Idoux-Thivet 

Les oscillations du cœur 
Our swaying hearts

FEEL GOOD FICTION

January 2019 

335 pages

A doomed love story and a treasure hunt elegantly woven by Anne 
Idoux-Thivet into a tender feel-good story.  
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Louane, 18, is forced by her autocratic father 
to give up the classics studies she adores. 
Laurène, 39, a Human Resources Director in 
a big pharmaceutical corporation, feels she has 
lost her illusions and her soul from the pressure 
and the malpractices of the company. 
Louise, 77, recently widowed and touched 
by Alzheimer, is sent to a closed care home 
by her children. 
All three meet aboard a plane to Madrid, 
as they are trying to flee their broken destinies. 
A difficult landing and ensuing delay is going 
to bring them together for a deeply moving 
adventure.  

Bruno Combes was born in Bordeaux, France, 
and lives in the picturesque village of Saint Emilion, 
amidst the vineyards. His three previous novels 
Seulement si tu en as envie…, Ce que je n’oserai 
jamais te dire… and Parce que c’était toi…  
were all published by Editions Michel Lafon. 

Bruno Combes  

Je ne cours plus qu’après mes rêves
I only run after my dreams

FEEL GOOD FICTION

May 2019 

400 pages

Best-selling

Author
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L’Avenue du Parc is an idyllic seaside resort set 
in acres of lush vegetation. In this ideal setting 
for a dream holiday, six very different women, 
all of them at a turning point in their life will meet.
Jessie is a hyper-connected hyper-organized 
workaholic
Apolline has been desperately trying to become 
pregnant for the past 4 years
Samya is struggling to come to terms with her 
husband’s infidelity
70-year-old Geneviève tries to cope with illness
Mia is a very young single mother rejected by her 
parents
Alison’s fiancé has just walked off on her at 
the altar
What effect will this chance encounter have on 
their lives?

Winner of the E-crire Aufeminin literary prize, 
Carène Ponte is also the author of best-selling 
novels Tu as promis que tu vivrais pour moi and 
Avec des si et des peut-être. She is translated 
into German, Italian and Czech.

In this novel, her fifth published by Michel Lafon, 
she illustrates once again her talent for creating 
life-like characters who feel like old friends as well 
as her ability to sensitive issues with humour 
and the lightest of touches. 

Carène Ponte   

D’ici là, porte-toi bien
With all good wishes 

FEEL GOOD FICTION

June 2019 

300 pages
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Barbara’s only wish is for a child from her 
husband. Alas, with only days to go to her 
40th birthday, he leaves her for another woman. 
In despair and wishing to get away from it all, 
she half-heartedly applies for a job as head 
of a retirement home on the Riviera. 
This experience and the contact with her new 
pensioners will bring back to life her inner 
strength and help her find a new path. 

With its wonderful collection of characters 
and its celebration of love and life, this intimate 
and touching story will rejoice amateurs 
of Anna Gavalda and Katherine Pancol.

Born in 1979, Léa Wiazemsky is a writer and 
a comedian. After Le Vieux qui déjeunait seul 
and Le Bruit du silence, this is her third novel 
published by Editions Michel Lafon.  

Léa Wiazemsky 

Fermer les yeux, sourire peut-être
To close my eyes, per chance to smile 

FICTION

April 2019 

250 pages

It is never too late to be happy. 

“In these cynical times of ours, Léa Wiazemsky dares 
to write that sensitivity, gentleness and fragility still 
have something to tell us.” 
LE FIGARO LITTÉRAIRE.

The new big name in French crime fiction is back. 

A Paris banlieue. Early morning. A police 
operation goes wrong. Captain Noémie Chastain 
is shot in the head. She will survive, disfigured, 
a living reminder of the dangerousness of their job 
for her colleagues.  
Months later in Avalone, rural France, the tiniest 
and quietest precinct in the country, where 
Noémie has been sent - hidden away in 
her opinion - to complete her recovery. 
Her secret brief: write a report to support 
the closure of the local police station. 
One morning, a keg is found floating in the lake 
overlooked by the village. Inside it, the body 
of a child gone missing 25 years ago…

Olivier Norek is a lieutenant in Greater Paris 
police investigation Bureau with 18 years’ 
experience. He is the author of four widely 
acclaimed best-selling thrillers, all published 
by Editions Michel Lafon, and winner of several 
prestigious literary prizes including the Grand 
prix des lectrices de ELLE and the Prix du Polar 
Européen Le Point. 

Olivier Norek 

Surface
Surface

CRIME / THRILLER

April 2019 

350 pages

Rights to Olivier Norek’s 
previous titles sold in: 
English (MacLehose Press), 
German (Blessing), Italian 
(Rizzoli), Spanish (Grijalbo), 
Czech (Prah), Russian 
(Eksmo), Polish (WAM) and 
Greek (Pedio). 

Best-selling

Author
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1991, Õtzal in the Alps, on the border between 
Italy and Austria, a mummified body is found 
in a glacier by a couple of hikers. The autopsy 
will reveal that Otzi, as he is now called, died 
5.000 years ago from an arrow wound, making 
him the first murder victim known to man. 
Not long after the discovery, people from 
the team who proceeded to extract Otzi from 
his glacier start to die in odd circumstances:  
the hiker first, then the mountaineer, the coroner 
etc.
Rumours of a curse start to grow.
Journalist Clara Fischer, stuck in a personal 
and professional rut, immediately spots a huge 
potential scoop, and the opportunity to relaunch 
her career. Her determination to solve these 
mysterious deaths will bring her in close contact 
with deadly forces.

Sophia Raymond has a PhD in Chemistry 
and had a first career in the pharmacy industry. 
Her passion for history and mysteries past 
and present similarly inspired the writing 
of her critically acclaimed début thriller 
Le cercle de Dinas Bran (Presses de la Cité 2015). 
Both books are inspired from true events.

Sophia Raymond 

Le cercle de Caïn
Caïn’s circle

THRILLER

October 2018 

288 pages

A 5.000-year-old mummy, seven unexplained deaths, a nosy 
journalist – one great read

“A fiendishly efficient thriller”  
LE POINT.
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Jérôme Bastaro, a journalist at New business in 
France magazine, is summoned to Nice by local 
real estate magnate Charles Lassagne and made 
an offer he can’t refuse: against payment of 
a hefty sum of money, he will write his biography. 
From very humble origins, Charles Lacassagne 
has built an empire on the Riviera. He is also 
a respected pater familias, married to an ex circus 
horsewoman and father of four children. 
Soon enough however, with the help of his 
charming assistant Colombe, Jérôme finds 
that the family’s history is not all it seems. 
Should he stick to his original brief or follow 
his instincts, investigate and write the truth 
about the Affaire Lacassagne…?

Sébastien Théveny was born in the Champagne 
region of France. A multi-faceted author, he has 
written novels, fables, short stories and poetry.  

Sébastien Theveny   

Un frère de trop 
One brother too many

THRILLER

February 2019 

432 pages
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Stéphan Pelissier, 45, lives in Albi with his Syrian 
wife Zena and their two daughters. The pair met 
in 2011, fell in love and tied the knot one year 
later. 

In 2015, Zena’s parents eventually took 
the painful decision to flee their war-torn country 
for safety. Having been miraculously rescued 
by Greek coastguards, they find themselves 
in Athens. There, Stéphan took the matter into 
his own hands and helped them board a regular 
ferry to avoid another perilous sea journey 
on a migrant boat. The group was arrested. 

Stéphan Pelissier is now awaiting prosecution 
as a people smuggler. 

This is his story.

 

Stéphan Pelissier 

Je voulais juste sauver ma famille
I only wanted to save my family

DOCUMENT

February 2019 

288 pages

A man’s extraordinary fight to save his family
A first-hand account of the Mediterranean crossing inferno 
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Can one love forever when life is eternal?

Prominent scientist Catherine was left no 
choice. With her husband murdered just as they 
were about to find out the key to everlasting 
life, she flees to New York and goes into hiding, 
working as a night maid to sustain herself. 
When wealthy entrepreneur Maximilien finds 
out that the person in charge of cleaning their 
lab is a renowned researcher, he is convinced 
she has been sent to spy on them. He tries 
to confront her and falls under the spell of this 
broken woman. But as he tries to get closer 
to her, Catherine disappears. 
Has her troubled past caught up with her? 
Has she chosen to run away once again? 
One thing is for sure: Maximilien will do everything 
to find the truth. 
 

Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian was born in 1961, 
the scion of a line of playwrights and authors 
on her father’s side, and a dynasty of princes 
of Armenia on her mother’s side. Her previous 
books include the international best-selling 
children series Tara Duncan, which sold 10 million 
copies worldwide - 2 million copies in France 
alone, and Indiana Teller. She is also the author 
of La danse des obèses, an adult thriller published 
by Robert Laffont in 2008. Nos destins inachevés 
is her first romance. 

Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian  

Nos destins inachevés
Our unfinished future 

COMMERCIAL FICTION

October 2018 

430 pages

Full English translation 
available

Best-selling

Author
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Ingrid Méchoulam

SOUS
LE SOLEIL

   DE SAGAN...

...

Un événement littéraire

Ingrid Méchoulam, married at 18 to a Greek 
billionaire 48 years her senior, is the incarnation 
of the Painted Lady described by Sagan in one 
of her novels. For the last 15 years of the cult 
author’s life, she provided her with a home - 
often shared with literary critic Bernard Frank 
in a Truffaut-esque ménage à trois - a constant 
support and a string of glamorous or eccentric 
voyages. 

A first and invaluable portrait of Sagan, her passion 
for life and refusal of any form of pathos, the real 
Sagan. Unforgettable. 

Ingrid Méchoulam

Sous le soleil de Sagan
Under the sun of Sagan

BIOGRAPHY

March 2019 

224 pages

A first ever account by the woman who shared Françoise Sagan’s last 
years. 

We live in cataclysmic times. Global warming, 
radical decrease of living spaces, collapse of 
biodiversity, deep pollution of soils water and air: 
all the indicators are on high red alert. 

In the last 40 years, 70% of life on Earth has been 
destroyed. Every year: 1000 billion sea animals are 
killed every year, 80 000 Km2 of forests vanish.

It is too late to erase the past: with unprecedented 
speed, the sixth massive extinction is happening, now. 

But now is not too late to avoid the worse. 
Now is the time to fight for survival. 
Now is the time to make this fight our absolute 
priority, the mother of all battles. 

Now is the time for our governments to break free 
of positive ecology and take coercive measures 
that will protect our environment. Only through 
economic degrowth shall we be able to save 
ourselves. 
On an individual level, now is the time to demand 
and support those measures, with the promise 
that this radical change can be an opportunity for 
immense intellectual, hedonist and humanist growth. 

Aurélien Barrau 

Maintenant !  
Le plus grand défi de l’histoire de l’humanité

Now ! 
The greatest challenge in the history of humanity

ESSAY

May 2019 

120 pages

This urgent call to action was 
initially published as an op-ed 
in Le Monde and backed 
by 200 leading figures such 
as Juliette Binoche, Kirsten 
Stewart, Patti Smith, Isabella 
Rossellini, Wim Wenders, 
Ralph Fiennes, Ethan Hawke, 
Anish Kapoor, Marion Cotillard, 
Bradley Cooper and Pedro 
Almodovar. 

Born in 1973, Aurélien Barrau is a French physicist 
and philosopher, specialized in astroparticle physics, 
black holes and cosmology, and member of the 
CNRS.
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From a 3-month data collecting expedition 
to the heart of West Tasmania, legendary island 
and home to the now extinct tiger of Tasmania, 
adventurer extraordinaire Sarah Marquis has 
come back with a fascinating initiatory tale that 
will shake up the reader’s appetite for stretching 
their limit. 
 
Fighting her way through these lands of never-
ending storms and inextricable primary forests 
where only animals can survive, she upset 
Dame Nature’s established order and could 
have been punished for it: she made a dramatic 
fall down a gorge and woke up half paralyzed. 
Nothing could have prepared her to what was 
to follow…

Sarah Marquis

J’ai réveillé le tigre
Une quête au bout du monde, une île mystérieuse, 
un improbable trésor, mais avant tout survivre

Waking up the tiger

DOCUMENT / 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

April 2019 

256 pages

Born in Switzerland in 1972, Sarah Marquis 
is an explorer, record-breaking athlete, nature 
lover, charismatic motivational speaker and 
best-selling author. She was nominated 2014 
National Geographic’s Adventurer of the year 
as well as a World’s 30 Most influential Women 
Travelers of all time by CondéNast, alongside 
Amelia Earhart, Angelina Jolie, Jane Goodall 
and Karen Blixen. 
Her five previous books have been published by 
Michel Lafon and translated in several languages.

A quest to the other side of the globe, a mysterious island, an unlikely 
treasure – a story of survival

Originally a comedian, script writer and film 
maker, Bernard Blancan only recently discovered 
his powers as a water diviner and a healer, 
inherited from his estranged biological father. 
This first foray has since become a source of 
interest and research into the magnetic powers 
of the mind.

In Magnétique, he shares an array of fascinating 
experiences who demonstrate the power 
of thought on living matter and more specifically 
fruits. By using his magnetic fluid, he is able 
to stop fruits from rotting or stimulate the growth 
of seeds. 
A series of fun and easy to replicate experiments 
is included. 

Bernard Blancan 

Magnétique 
Les fabuleux pouvoirs de la pensée

Magnetic 
The wonderful powers of the mind

REFERENCE / 
ESOTERISM

March 2019

304 pages

Includes experiments to replicate at home
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Since the 19th century, influenced by anglo-
saxon work ethics and capitalist productivism, 
we tend to establish a connection between 
effort and work.
And yet, claims Ollivier Pourriol, one does not 
need to work more to work better, one simply 
needs to work efficiently, that is, intuitively: 
since Montaigne, French philosophers have 
put forward that a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ can 
sometimes reap in more results than effort and 
persistence. 

Rounding up lessons learnt from the likes of 
Descartes and Gainsbourg, Stendhal and Hélène 
Grimaud, Françoise Sagan and Napoléon, Rodin 
and Zidane, Cyrano de Bergerac and Valmont, 
Simone Weil and Alain Passard, Ollivier Pourriol 
explains how to be efficient à la française, not 
only at work but also in love, sports, the arts et al. 

Ollivier Pourriol is a philosopher, journalist, 
lecturer and author of various essays and novels 
including Éloge du mauvais geste (NiL, 2010) 
and Une fille et un flingue (Stock, 2016). He likes 
to write and discuss on a variety of popular topics, 
with a particular interest for cinema and sports. 
He runs philosophy conferences for the general 
public at the Paris Philharmonic and the Maison 
de la Poésie.  

Ollivier Pourriol 

Facile, L’art français de réussir sans forcer
Easy, the French art of not trying too hard

POP PHILOSOPHY

October 2018 

250 pages

Rights sold: 
Well (Profile Books), Arabic 
(Centre Culturel Arabe). 
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Breathe
Move
Give
Smile
Thank
Slow
Create
Meditate
Project
Love

These are the 10 keys that will help you reenchant 
your daily life. 

With its addition of practical examples and 
positive mantras, this simple yet life-changing 
book is a breath of joy. 

Catherine Testa 

Osez l’optimisme !
Dare to be optimistic!

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

January 2019 

168 pages

A TOP 50 
Amazon Best-seller / Personal 
Development 

A fun book that will teach you how to see life on the bright side

Catherine Testa is a globe-trotting entrepreneur, 
a coach and co-founder of the CHO (Chief 
Happiness Officers) Club.

Best-sellingAmazon
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Diane, owner of Happy People Read 
and Drink Coffee, a cosy coffee shop  
turned library in Paris, seems to have  
the perfect life. But when she suddenly 
loses her husband and daughter in a car  
accident, her life is overturned and the  
world as she knows it disappears. Trapped 
by her memories, Diane closes her shop 
and retreats from friends and family.

One year later, she moves from Paris 
to a small town on the Irish coast, 
determined to heal by rebuilding her  
life alone, without anyone’s help or pity 
- until she meets Edward, a handsome 
and moody Irish photographer. Along 
windy shores and cobbled streets, Diane  
falls into a surprising and tumultuous 
romance. As she works to overcome her 
painful memories, Diane and Edward’s 
once-in-a-lifetime connection inspires 
her to love herself and the world around 
her with new-found inner strength 
and happiness.

Author of the original title Agnès Martin-Lugand has published 6 novels, sold over  
2 million copies in France alone and been translated in 33 languages. 

Scriptwriter Véronique Grisseaux has contributed 50 albums published by the likes 
of Casterman and Delcourt. She has also worked for screen including the celebrated 
French sitcom ‘Un gars, une fille’ (France 2). 

Up-and-coming illustrator Cécile Bidault is a 3-times winner of the Angoulême High 
School Award and Artemisia Avenir 2018 Award winner for her album L’écorce des choses. 

Véronique Grisseaux & Cécile Bidault 

Les gens heureux lisent et boivent du café
Happy people read and drink coffee

AGNÈS MARTIN-LUGAND’S INTERNATIONAL BEST-SELLER 
NOW A GRAPHIC NOVEL
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

31 January 2019 

128 pages
Format 170x230 
4 colours illustrations

 Cult 
Title



Author, doodler and illustrator Églantine 
Chesneau was born in Paris in 1982. 
She has contributed to numerous 
publications, both in print and digital, 
and published Le Tour du monde des lois 
farfelues et absurdes (A World Tour 
of Absurd Rules and Regulations - 
Editions Privé) under the pen-name 
Tamagochan. 
12 301 Jours avec ma mamie is her first 
graphic novel.  
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

March 2019 

176 pages
Format 180x250 
4 colours illustrations

Rights sold in: 
Spanish / World 
(Grijalbo, pre-empt), 
Korean 
(Bookon Publishing – on auction). 

Églantine Chesneau 

12.301 jours avec ma mamie 
12.301 days with my granny
A family love story that will make your heart melt, whatever your age

Eglantine and her gran are inseparable. 
They share everything: childhood 
memories, weekly lunches and the same 
mischievous sense of humour – with 
growing offbeat touches as Mamie starts 
losing her head…
In turn funny, tender, poignant and always 
utterly charming, Eglantine’s graphic 
diary of her days with Mamie is a love 
letter to all our grand-mothers.
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Author Antoine Ozanam has written 
the script to over 50 albums including 
Le Roi Banal (Casterman), 
E dans l’eau (Glénat), 
and more recently the series 
Klaw (Éditions du Lombard).

Brazilian illustrator Lelis is a master 
of watercolors. He has contributed 
to over 100 childrens books 
and graphic novels, including 
Last Bullets (Casterman 2009) 
and Gueule Noire (Casterman 2015).
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

February 2019 

104 pages
Format 195x270 
4 colours illustrations

Antoine Ozanam & Lelis 

Popeye 
Visually stunning and poetic – the story of Popeye before he became Popeye

Meet Popeye, the one-eyed sailor, 
the good guy who loves spinach. 
One day, this funny broad called Olive 
walks into his bar. He is far too old 
for her, but never mind, he is in love 
with the kid and will follow her brother 
across the oceans to bring her back 
the treasure she deserves. 
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A charming auto-biographical graphic 
novel with a vintage touch by a promising 
young author. 
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GRAPHIC NOVEL

April 2019 

128 pages
Format 195x240 
4 colours

Sylvain Cabot 

Salon Dolorès & Gérard
Dolorès & Gérard Hair Salon

The daily life of a local hair salon, as 
chronicled by Michel, a shy and anxious 
19-year-old who thinks all women are 
princesses and French kissing requires 
technical prowess far beyond his means.  G
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19HIGHLIGHTS 

FROM 
THE BACKLIST

FICTION

Les gens heureux lisent 
et boivent du café
English translation available

La vie est facile ne t’inquiète pas
English translation available

Agnès Martin-Lugand
Translated in 33 languages. 

Entre mes mains le bonheur 
se faufile
Sample chapter availabe 

J’ai toujours cette musique dans 
la tête
Sample chapter availabe 

Désolée, je suis attendue
Sample chapter availabe 

À la lumière du petit matin
Full English translation available  

Agnès Martin-Lugand’s sincerity, simplicity and a unique ability to provoke deep empathy 
from her readers have won her a cult following in France and many countries. 
A Top 10 French best-selling author, she has sold 2 million books in France alone.
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Aurélie Valognes 

Mémé dans 
les orties

English translation 
available

Rights sold: WEL, 
Portugal, Italy, Korea, 
China, Poland 

700.000 copies sold

Bruno Combes 

Seulement si 
tu en as envie
Rights sold: Serbia, 
Russia (2-book deal)
 
40.000 copies sold

Bruno Combes 

Parce que c’est toi
Rights sold: Russia

Aurélie Valognes 

Nos adorables 
belles-filles

English translation 
available

Rights sold: WEL, 
Portugal, Germany

400.000 copies sold

Laure Manel

La délicatesse 
du homard
Rights sold: Serbia
(Vulkan)
 
100.000 copies sold

Laure Manel

La mélancolie 
du kangourou

32
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Carène Ponte 

Tu as promis que 
tu vivrais pour moi 
Rights sold: 
Germany, Italy, Czech 
Republic 

40.000 copies sold

Carène Ponte 

Avec des Si  
et des Peut-être 
Rights sold: 
Germany 

Olivier Norek 

Territoires 
Rights sold: 
WEL, Russia, Poland, 
Czech Republic

100.000 copies sold

Olivier Norek 

Code 93 
Rights sold: 
WEL, Russia, Poland, 
Czech Republic

160.000 copies sold

Olivier Norek 

Entre deux mondes 
Rights sold: 
WEL, Russia,Greece,
Germany, Spain, Italy

70.000 copies sold

Olivier Norek 

Surtensions 
Rights sold: 
WEL, Russia, Poland, 
Czech Republic,
Germany, Spain, Italy

140.000 copies sold

TV adapation

Prix des Lectrices de Elle, 
Prix du Polar Européen 
Le Point
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FROM 
THE BACKLIST
NON FICTION

Patricia Darré  

Il y a quelqu’un 
dans la maison...  

Sample chapter 
availabe

Rights sold: 
Portugal
 
30.000 copies sold

Sabrina et Yoan 
Bombarde 

Plus jamais 
sans toi, Louna
Rights sold: 
Germany

Dr Yves de Locht 

Docteur, 
rendez-moi 
ma liberté  

Rights sold: 
Czech Republic
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Sarah Marquis 

Sauvage par nature 
Rights sold: 
WEL, Germany, Italy, 
Russia

70.000 copies sold

Florence Besson 
Claire Steinlen 
Eva Amor 

L’amour à 
la parisienne
Rights sold: 
WEL, Germany, 
Italy, Korea, Japan, 
Taiwan, Poland, 
Finland
30.000 copies sold

Sarah Marquis 

Instincts
English translation 
available  

Rights sold: 
Germany

30.000 copies sold

Sarah Marquis  

La nature 
dans ma vie  
National Geographic 
Adventurer 
of the Year

35

Tatiana de Rosnay

In the footsteps of 
Tamara de Lempicka

Tamara
by

Tatiana

Patrick Poivre d’Arvor  

Saint Exupéry, 
le cartable  
aux souvenirs 
Rights sold: 
Spain

Tatiana de Rosnay  

Tamara par Tatiana 
Rights sold: 
Russia, Poland



Nathalie Jomard

Chroniques d’une apprentie maman

N
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02-13 17,20 € France TTC
ISBN 13 : 978-2-7499-1982-9 

www.michel-lafon.com

*Grumeau : 
1- Nom propre, masculin singulier, invariable, désignant 
aff ectueusement en patois local de Monchémoi un spécimen 

particulièrement agité mais néanmoins adorable de bébé fi lle.
2- Par extension d’usage, le grumeau sans majuscule, nom 

commun, masculin singulier, sert à désigner familièrement 

en langage domestique un bébé ou un enfant, fi lle ou garçon.

GRUMEAU_T1_dvlp_CARTON.indd   1 04/02/13   11:05

Lili Sohn  

La guerre des tétons  
Rights sold: Japan (under offer)

Nathalie Jomard  

Grumeau 1, 2 et 3  
Rights sold: Italy, Czech Republic
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Nathalie Jomard  

Chat-Bouboule
Alain Degré, Sylvie Robert & Tippi Degré 

Tippi mon livre d’Afrique  
Rights sold: 
WEL, Japan, China, Germany, Slovenia

Best-
seller

Inter-
national

Rémi Guérin 
et Jean Verne  

Jules Verne,
testament 
d’un excentrique
Rights sold: 
Czech Republic, 
Spain

Thomas Pesquet  

TERREs
Rights sold: 
Chine
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Best-seller

copies sold 150 000
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